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Notes

Old Icelandic gaglviðr
Aurelijus Vijūnas
National Kaohsiung Normal University, Taiwan
This essay discusses a debated word form gaglviðr occurring in stanza 42 of the
Old Icelandic poem VÄluspá 'The Prophesy of the Seeress'. The noun gaglviðr is
problematic both from the semantic point of view (Old Icelandic gagl 'gosling',
viðr 'tree; forest' 'gosling forest'?), and because it possesses a variant spelling
galgviðr ('gallows' tree;’gallows' forest') which occurs in another manuscript
containing the same poem. In the present paper, the form gaglviðr is considered
to be the correct and the original form of this word, whereas the form galgviðr is
interpreted as a scribal error. Various existing semantic analyses of the noun
gaglviðr are discussed, and a new alternative analysis is offered. According to
the new analysis, gaglviðr is interpreted as a compound place-name meaning
'the Woods of Giantess(es)' or as a poetic word (heiti) for mountains.

The medieval collection of Old Icelandic mythological poems
about the ancient Germanic gods and heroes, in the world of
literary and Scandinavian studies known as the “Poetic Edda” or
the “Elder Edda” (in Old Icelandic, Eddukvæði) has been translated
into multiple languages and has been the target of numerous
philological studies. One would probably not be far from truth
maintaining that today we know more about the “Poetic Edda”
than we do not know. However, the discipline of Eddic studies is
not completely free of problems. In the process of re-copying the
“Poetic Edda,” (a major literary work in medieval Iceland1)
1

The precise number of the copies that once existed is unknown. The
main preserved manuscript of the “Poetic Edda,” known as Codex Regius (or
Konunsgbók Eddukvæða, GKS 2365, 4to; late 13th century) happens to be a copy
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multiple inaccuracies made their way into the copies, creating a
fairly large amount of textual variation as well as many unclear
passages. The interpretation of textual variants exhibited in
different manuscripts of the same text continues being a
complicated issue in the present day, and in the course of time,
many interpretations of the multiple problematic passages in the
Poetic Edda—sometimes entirely different from each other—have
been put forward. A prime example of such textual variation in the
“Poetic Edda,” occurs in the first poem of the collection, known as
VÄluspá or “The Prophesy of the Seeress.” In stanza 42 there
occurs a noun gaglviðr. The meaning of this noun is not entirely
clear, and over the years scholars have proposed various theories
regarding the meaning of this word. This essay discusses the
existing theories about this noun and proposes an alternative
interpretation of its meaning.
I
Before starting the investigation of the existing interpretations for the noun gaglviðr, it would be useful to look at the
actual stanza in which this noun occurs. In Codex Regius (GKS
Nr. 2365 4to), the main manuscript of VÄluspá and the other Old
Icelandic mythological poems, the stanza containing the wordform gaglviðr looks as follows:
. . . Sat þar ahÃgı
oc ſló hÃrpo gygıar hırþır glaã¨ e“þer. gol vm hanom ıgagl
vıþı fagr rÃã¨ hánı ſa er fıalaË heıtır.2

of some even older manuscript (now lost). Little fragments of the entire
collection are scattered around numerous other medieval Icelandic manuscripts.
2

See L. F. A. Wimmer and Finnur Jónsson, Håndskriftet Nr. 2365 4to
gl. kgl. Samling på det store kgl. bibliothek i København. Codex regius af den
ældre Edda i fototypisk og diplomatisk gengivelse (København: S. L. Møllers
Bogtrykkeri, 1891), 322-3.
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[Normalized Old Icelandic]

[Translation]

Sat þar á haugi
ok sló hÄrpu
gýgjar hirðir,
glaðr Eggþér;
gól um hánom
í gaglviði
fagrrauðr hani,
sá er Fjalarr heitir.

Sat there on a hill
and played the harp
the herdsman of a giantess,
merry E.;
sang above him
in ( . . . )
a fair-red rooster
that is called Fjalarr
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II
The word gaglviðr is a compound noun consisting of the
noun gagl usually interpreted as “goose” or “gosling,” and the
noun viðr, which in Old Icelandic meant “tree,” “forest,” “woods,”
or simply “wood”.3 If one puts the two words together to form an
English version of the compound, one gets something like
“gosling-forest” or “goose-forest.”
A noun with such a meaning looks semantically suspicious
since geese generally do not normally live in forests. Geese are
waterbirds and prefer open spaces to forests, a well known fact for
biologists, hunters, or any people interested in the living habits of
birds.4 However, despite this problem the interpretation of the
phrase í gaglviði as “goose-forest” does occur, compare “i gagleskogen” (i.e. “in the goose-forest”) in I. Mortenson-Egnund’s
Norwegian translation of the Poetic Edda.5 It seems likely that
Mortenson-Egnund was trying to stay as close to the Old Icelandic
original as possible (due to the great similarity between Norwegian
3

In the Modern Icelandic language the meaning “forest” has been
preserved in certain idiomatic expressions, e.g. sólin gengur til viðar “the sun is
setting” (lit.: “the sun is going to the forest”).
4

For further references see S. Cramp, Handbook of the Birds of
Europe, the Middle East and North Africa. The Birds of the Western Palearctic.
v. I. Ostrich to Ducks (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1978), 414-5 et passim.
5

1974), 13.

I. Mortensson-Egnund, Edda-kvede (Oslo: Det Norske Samlaget,
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and Icelandic this is often fairly easy), but such a translation does
not make much sense for the reasons just mentioned.
Another interpretation is presented in G. Vigfusson and Y.
F. Powell’s English translation of the Poetic Edda. Vigfusson and
Powell translated the phrase í gaglviði as “Gaggle-brake”, i.e.
“geese-brake, brush-wood of geese.”6 Such a translation contains
two problems, the first one being that Old Iceland viðr does not
mean “brush-wood” (see above). The second problem that the
translation of gaglviðr as “brush-wood of geese” raises is that
geese do not live in brush-wood either. As mentioned previously,
geese prefer open spaces where they feel safe from predators.
Other scholars have tried to find a more appealing
explanation of this compound. As early as the middle of the
nineteenth century H. Lüning translated this word as “Vogelwald,”7
i.e. “bird-forest.” Lüning did not comment on such a translation,
but this explanation has become the most popular in the world of
medieval Scandinavian studies. It is clear that Lüning interpreted
the word gagl “goose, gosling” as a heiti (poetic synonym)8 for a
bird in general. This interpretation has been adopted by a number

6

G. Vigfusson and Y. A. Powell, Corpvs Poeticvm Boreale. The Poetry
of the Old Northern Tongue, from the Earliest Times to the Thirteenth Century.
Vol. I (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1883), 198.
7

H. Lüning, Die Edda. Eine Sammlung altnordischer Götter- und
Heldenlieder. Urschrift mit erklärenden Anmerkungen, Glossar und Einleitung,
altnordischer Mythologie und Grammatik (Zürich: Verlag von Meyer & Zeller,
1859), 561.
8

Heiti is an Old Norse term (roughly) meaning “poetic synonym.”
Heiti normally consist of a single word which may be non-compound or
compound, cf. the various heiti for “ship” in Old Icelandic: laukr (lit. “onion”),
ugla (lit. “owl”), kerling (lit. “old woman, she-troll”), ára-kló (lit. “oar-claw”),
far-tíðr (lit. “traveling frequently”), etc. For a more detailed discussion see M.
Clunies Ross, “Heiti,” in Medieval Scandinavia. An Encyclopedia, ed. Phillip
Pulsiano (New York and London: Garland Publishing, 1993), 279-80.
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of translators and editors of the Poetic Edda.9 Some scholars, for
example Gísli Sigurðsson, have even shortened “bird-forest” to
simply “forest”, since “bird-forest” and “forest” are close enough
in their meanings. In a somewhat similar fashion A. I. Korsun
translated the phrase í gaglviði as ‘на деревьях лесных’ (lit. “on
the trees of the woods”),10 whereas F. Genzmer translated it as “im
Kiefernbusch” (lit. “in the bushes of pine trees” [sic]).11 Related to
this interpretation is Ólafur Briem’s proposal, according to which
the noun gaglviðr is to be understood as “towering, high trees”
(Icelandic “gnæfandi tré”).12
III
There also exists another old interpretation, originally
suggested by Vigfusson and presented in his Old Icelandic-English
dictionary. According to this theory, gaglviðr means “the forest of
gale or bog myrtle.”13 Vigfusson proposed that the noun gagl in
9

W. H. Auden and P. B. Taylor, Norse Poems (Boston and London:
Faber and Faber 1983) 250; H. A. Bellows, The Poetic Edda (Princeton:
Princeton UP, 1936), 18; J. Simpson, The Northmen Talk; A Choice of Tales
from Iceland (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1965), 18; Gísli
Sigurðsson, Eddukvæði (Reykjavík: Mál og menning, 1998), 13; Gísli
Sigurðsson, Eddukvæði (Reykjavík: Mál og menning, 1999), 15; P. Terry,
Poems of the Vikings. The Elder Edda (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Educational
Publishing, 1980), 8.
10

А. И. Корсун, А. И. 1963. Старшая Эдда. Древнеисландские
песни о богах и героях. Редакция, вступительная статья и комментарии М.
И. Стеблин-Каменского (Москва – Ленинград: Издательство Академии
Наук СССР, 1963), 13.
11

F. Genzmer, Edda. Götterdichtung und Sprachdichtung. Zweiter
Band. Einleitung und Anmerkungen von A. Heusler (Jena: Eugen Diederichs,
1920), 40.
12
13

Ólafur Briem, Eddukvæði (Reykjavík: Skálholt, 1968), 85.

G. Vigfusson, An Icelandic-English Dictionary. Based on the ms.
collections of the late Richard Cleasby, enlarged and completed by Gudbrand
Vigfusson (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1874), 187. This interpretation is also
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this compound meant not “gosling,” but rather “gale,” and was
related to the noun gagel “gale” attested in the ancient and
medieval West Germanic languages—Old English, Middle High
German and Middle Dutch. Theoretically, the two words can be
related, since both could be regular reflexes of an early Proto_ag
_lan” i.e.
Germanic noun which could be reconstructed as “g
“gale.” As far as the meaning of this compound is concerned,
“gale forest” would be semantically plausible too, since gale was
known to the ancient Scandinavians, and it indeed grows in
forests.14 Thus, according to Vigfusson’s suggestion, in this
particular stanza, the compound noun gaglviðr “gale forest” could
be interpreted as a heiti (poetic synonym) for a forest in general,
and would be comparable with the explanation described in the
preceding section. However, this theory is problematic as well.
There is no evidence that gale (Myrica gale) has ever been
called gagl in Old, Middle or Modern Icelandic, or in the other
Scandinavian languages. The name of this plant in Icelandic is
mjaðarlyng (lit. “mead/beer heath”) or pors, whereas in the
continental Scandinavian languages gale also is called pors.15 The
meaning of the word gagl in continental Scandinavian, Old Norse
and Middle Icelandic always has to do with birds (e.g., young
swans, geese or even hens) or with women (this usage must be
secondary).16 I have not been able to find a single instance where
mentioned by Beatrice La Farge and John Tucker, Glossary to the Poetic Edda.
Skandinavistische Arbeiten 15 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter Universitätsverlag,
1992), 77. However, see p. 78 in the same book.
14

A. B. Rendle, The Classification of Flowering Plants, v. II,
Dicotyledons. Cambridge Biological Series Cambridge: UP, 1925), 13-4.
15

The etymology of this word is somewhat unclear; for the discussion
and references see J. de Vries, Altnordisches etymologisches Wörterbuch
(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1962) 427; J. Fritzner, Ordbog over det gamle norske Sprog.
Omarbeidet, forøget og forbedret udgave. Annet bind Hl–P. 4. utgave (Oslo,
Bergen, Tromsø: Universitetsforlaget, 1973), 944.
16

Cf. several examples adduced from the database of Orðabók
Háskólans in Reykjavík (Iceland): . . . i Alfta Vere heita ungar alfter, sem fyrst
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the noun gagl would have the meaning “gale.” One could assume
_ag
_lan” “gale,”
that in early Scandinavian there existed a noun “g
which at some point ceased to be used as a word for “gale” and
started to be used in the meaning “gosling, goose,” etc. due to a
semantic change. However, this raises further problems. First of
all, one should answer why this noun should have been lost while
gale has always been common in Scandinavia, and has constantly
been in use. The second problem would be posited by the
previously mentioned nouns pors and mjaðarlyng. One might ask
why one word would have been dropped and new words
introduced instead. The third problem is the reasoning of the
semantic shift from a plant name to a word for a bird, since such a

fara ad verpa Gagl . . . “in Álftaver, young swans that lay eggs for the first time,
are called “gagl”; . . . a Sídu kallast og gagl ungar hænur sem fyrst verpa “in
Síða, also young hens that lay eggs for the first time are called “gagl”; . . . en
gögl verða að gásum . . . “and goslings become geese”; . . . Gagl Mulier nauci et
nihili . . . “Gagl” [means] a worthless woman”; . . . Gagl dicuntur ineptæ
fæminæ qvæ rerum omnium imperitæ sunt . . . “Gagl” are called worthless
women that are unskilled in all matters”; . . . vær köllum amlodalegar
kvensvipter gagl... “we call lazy women gagl” (for references and more
examples see http://www.ordabok.hi.is/). In the meaning “goose,” “gosling” or
“swan” the word gagl also occurs in the sagas and in the Poetic Edda, e.g. . . . en
at fyrsta sali galt hann gagl fyrir gás, grís fyrir gamalt svín, en fyrir mÄrk gulls
brennds reiddi hann hálfa mÄrk gulls, en aðra hálfa mÄrk af leiri ok móðu . . .
“but during the first sale he gave a gosling instead of a goose, a piglet instead of
an old pig, and instead of a mark of pure gold he paid half of a mark, and the
other half [he paid] in clay and mud” (Óláfs saga ins helga, chapter 94, see
Bjarni Aðalbjarnarson, Snorri Sturluson. Heimskringla. II. [Reykjavík: Hið
íslenzka fornritafélag, 1945]); . . . gulli seri in gaglbjarta . . . “sowed gold the
swan/goose-white one” (i.e. “the one which is as white as a swan/goose”;
Atlakviða in grǿnlenzka, st. 39, see H. Kuhn, Edda. Die Lieder der Codex
Regius nebst verwandten Denkmälern, [Heidelberg: Carl Winter Universitätsverlag, 1962]); . . . hvar hefir þú, hilmir, hildi vakða, eða gÄgl um alin Gunnar
systra? . “where did you, o prince, raise the battle, or [where did you] feed the
goslings of the sisters of Gunnr” (i.e. the goslings of valkyries, which is a
kenning [i.e. a compound poetic phrase] for ravens; Helgakviða Hundingsbana
II, st. 7, see Kuhn).
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shift in meaning is rather unexpected. Thus, this seemingly
attractive theory in fact is quite problematic as well.
IV
There exists a still different explanation of this word.
According to the opinion of several other scholars, the word in
question is to be read not gaglviðr, but rather galgviðr, the
meaning being “gallows’ tree” or “gallows’ woods”.17 Such a
reading is based on the testimony of another medieval Icelandic
manuscript in which the poem VÄluspá has been preserved as well.
This manuscript is called Hauksbók (catalogue Nr. AM 544 4to).
It happens to be the case that the consonant cluster gl in the Codex
Regius form gaglviði, looks as if “metathesised” in the Hauksbók
form, cf. galgviði. The actual passage from Hauksbók follows:18
[Hauksbók]

[Translation]

Sat þar á haugi
ok sló hÄrpu
gýgjar hirðir,
glaðr Egðir;
gól yfir
í galgviði
fagrrauðr hani,
en sá Fjalarr heitir

Sat there on a hill
and played the harp
the herdsman of a giantess,
merry E.;
sang above
in/on ( . . . )
a fair-red rooster,
and he is called Fjalarr.

The form galgviði can be easily interpreted as the dative
singular form of some noun galgviðr. The semantics of this word,
galgviðr, would seem to be rather clear, as both the word galgi
(morphologically: galg-i) “gallows” and viðr “forest” are well
known in Old Icelandic. A compound noun consisting of the two
above-mentioned nouns was interpreted by scholars as “gallows”
or “gallows forest” (i.e. a sacred forest where people were hanged
17

This interpretation is favoured by Ólafur Briem, cf. fn. 11 above; L.
M. Hollander, The Poetic Edda (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1988), 8;
Kuhn, 69; C. Larrington, The Poetic Edda (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1996) 9.
18

The language has been standardized.
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as an offering to the gods.19 This interpretation could find some
support in the ancient tradition of human sacrifice, which seems to
have been practiced in early Scandinavia.20 However, the
interpretation of the word galgviðr as “gallows’ woods or tree” is
problematic as well, because when one looks at the context it
appears that “gallows” simply does not fit in (see the quoted
passage above).
The site described in this stanza is apparently JÄtunheimr,
i.e. the Land of the Giants (in Old Icelandic called jÄtnar, trÄll or
þursar, pl.). This is implied by the words gýgjar hirðir “herdsman
of a giantess.” Giants lived neither in the world of people
(Miðgarðr) nor in the world of the gods (Ásgarðr), and thus
JÄtunheimr remains the only possibility. However, if the location
described in this stanza is JÄtunheimr, the function of the gallows
becomes obscure, since there is no evidence in literature that giants
would have practiced hanging. Therefore the interpretation of the
word galgviðr as “gallows tree” or “gallows forest” also becomes
less attractive than before, however awe-inspiring the image of a
gallows’ forest standing in JÄtunheimr may be. But if galgviðr
cannot mean “gallows’ forest”, then it can hardly mean anything
else, as ‘gallows’ is the only attested meaning of the noun galgi.
V
To my mind, the word-form galgviði musts by a scribal
error for gaglviði, which, I think, was the original word
misunderstood by the scribe of Hauksbók (as shown above, the
semantics of this compound is not very clear). Yet the meaning of
the original word gaglviðr can perhaps be explained not only as
‘goose forest’ or ‘bird forest’ (as was suggested by Lüning and
19
20

See Ólafur Briem, Eddukvæði (Reykjavík: Skálholt, 1968), 85.

Cf. some allusions to human sacrifice in the Eddic poem Hávamál,
st. 138; also P. V. Glob, The Bog People. Iron Age Man Preserved (New York:
Ballantine Books, 1971), 9-11 et passim.
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others). An alternative interpretation is possible, and I will
describe it in the following sections.
The Icelandic philologist Ásgeir Blöndal Magnússon
claimed in his etymological dictionary of Icelandic (Íslensk
orðsifjabók, 1989) that besides the meaning “goose, gosling” the
noun gagl could also be used with the meaning “she-troll,
giantess,”21 and has been used in Icelandic as a synonym of the
words grýla and skessa, both meaning “giantess, she-troll.” Also
in the Icelandic dictionary edited by Árni Böðvarðsson, the noun
gagl has been assigned a meaning “tröllskessa” (“she-troll”) beside
“villigæs, gæsarungi, ungi, álft, fugl yfirleitt” (“wild goose, gosling
[bird’s] young, swan; a bird in general”) and “blaðurskjóða, fífl”
(“rattle-brain, fool”).22
Unfortunately, neither Ásgeir B. Magnússon nor Árni
Böðvars-son provided any examples of such a usage or provided
references in order to support their claims. The only thing Ásgeir
B. Magnússon tells the reader is that the noun gagl with the
meaning “giantess” is attested in written sources in the seventeenth
century (which is relatively late, compared with the age of the
poem VÄluspá). However, even though no examples were
adduced by these two authors, their claim that gagl could have
been used in the sense of “troll” in Icelandic probably should not
be dismissed. As the medieval Icelandic poet and historian Snorri
Sturluson tells us in his Prose Edda, the names of birds
occasionally were used as heiti (poetic synonyms) for trolls in
poetry, compare the bird names kráka “crow” and skríkja “snowbunting,” both of which could be used in the meaning “giantess” in
poetry.23 Therefore, there is at least a theoretical possibility that
21

Cf. Ásgeir Blöndal Magnússon, Íslensk orðsifjabók (Reykjavík:
Orðabók Háskólans, 1989), 224.
22

Árni Böðvarsson, Íslensk orðabók fyrir skóla og skrifstofur
(Reykjavík: Mál og menning, 1994), 261.
23

See Guðni Jónsson, Edda Snorra Sturlusonar með skáldatali
(Reykjavík, 1945), 246.
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gagl could have been used in this way, too. In addition to this, it is
also known that the word gagl “goose, gosling” and various words
for giantess could be used as pejorative heiti for women in
Icelandic. Besides the examples cited in footnote 15 above, one
could also adduce the excerpt from the Icelandic ethnologist Jón
Árnason’s collection of Icelandic folk-tales: “ . . . þykir skass,
skessa eða flagð og önnur slík orð lastmæli um konur.”24
One could certainly argue that the pejorative usage of gagl
and skessa etc. for women on the one hand and the usage of the
bird names kráka and skríkja to refer to giantesses on the other
hand cannot warrant that also the word gagl was used to refer to
giantesses in Icelandic; however, such the usage of gagl as a heiti
for a giantess seems entirely thinkable to me, and in the following
section I would like to discuss the possible ways in which the
original meaning of the noun gagl could have switched from
‘gosling’ to ‘giantess’. In addition to this, I will also propose a yet
different interpretation for the compound gaglviðr, assuming that
the noun gagl means ‘giantess’.
VI
There is a fairly easy way to account for the semantic
switch from “goose, gosling” to “giantess.” The latter meaning
would in this case be secondary, and from the functional point of
view the new noun gagl meaning “giantess” would be a heiti
(poetic synonym). Such semantic shifts from a common noun to a
heiti for a troll are not rare in ancient Icelandic poetry, as can be
seen from the following list of selected heiti for both male and
female trolls and giants: herkir and eldr (lit. “fire” masc.), skrýmir
(lit. “sword” masc.), kÄttr (lit. “cat, little lamb” masc.), vindr (lit.
“wind” masc.), hvalr (lit. “whale” masc.),25 gríðr (lit. “greed”
24

Translation: “[the words] skass, skessa and flagð [all three mean
“giantess”–AV] and other such words are considered to be obscenities about
women” (source: http://www.ordabok.hi.is/ [Orðabók Háskólans]).
25

Besides “whale” and “troll,” the noun hvalr also had the meaning
“devil, the wicked one” in Icelandic. The meaning “whale” is definitely the
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fem.), rýgr (lit. “noble woman” fem.), gjalp/gjÄlp (lit. “wave”
fem.), fála (lit. “loose woman, timorous sheep” fem.), simul (lit.
“female reindeer” fem.), skríkja (lit. “snow-bunting” fem.), kráka
(lit. “crow” fem.).26 For our purposes the most significant heiti are
skríkja and kráka, both of which, besides being heiti for she-trolls,
are also names for birds. Beside these two heiti, the noun gagl
with the meaning “giantess, she-troll” on the one hand and
“gosling” on the other hand perhaps is not so striking any more.
Thus, it seems quite possible that the noun gagl, whose primary
(and original) meaning was “gosling, goose” came also to be used
as a heiti for a troll.
The semantic change from “gosling” to “she-troll, giantess”
may have also involved a more complex development. Before
coming to mean “she-troll, giantess” the noun gagl would have
first acquired the meaning “lazy/worthless woman” (compare the
examples in note 15 above). Then, the semantic change from
“worthless woman” to “she-troll, giantess” would be quite simple.
It is impossible to tell now, whether gagl began to be used as a
heiti for a giantess with, or without, the intermediate stage
“worthless woman.” However, theoretically both semantic
developments are possible.
The compound noun gagl-viðr can now be explained in two
ways. If one interpreted the noun gagl as a proper noun, i.e. Gagl,
one might think that gaglviðr was a place name, i.e. the name of a
particular forest in JÄtunheimr. This is quite plausible, since
forests existed in the World of Giants, cf. Myrkviðr “The Dark
Woods,” Járnviðr “The Iron Woods.” The name gaglviðr, “The
Woods of Giantess(es),” would seem nothing but a very proper
name for a forest in JÄtunheimr.

original meaning, but it is unclear which of the two secondary meanings, “devil”
or “troll” is older.
26

The heiti adduced here are taken from Snorra Edda’s Skáldskaparmál, see Guðni Jónsson, 245-6.
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Yet there is another possibility, which does not seem less
attractive than the one described in the preceding paragraph. It
was believed that mountains were a common dwelling-place of
trolls (cf. also another heiti (poetic synonym) for a troll, viz.
bergrisi “mountain-giant,” originating from the belief that giants
lived in the mountains). If one interpreted the noun gaglviðr not as
a place name but rather as a common determinative compound
with the meaning “she-troll’s forest; forest of a giantess,” one
could explain it as a heiti (poetic synonym) for mountains, or more
precisely, “mountain range, mountainous area.” Such a heiti, even
though it seems to be the only heiti for mountains in the whole
Poetic Edda, is semantically plausible, and its single attestation
does not have to be considered problematic. A paucity of heiti for
mountains in the ancient poetry is not unexpected at all, as heiti (as
well as kennings) are usually created for objects that were
considered important, e.g. weapons (shield, sword, spear, helmet,
axe), ships, domestic animals (oxen, horses), warriors, etc. It may
also be mentioned that heiti in general are not very common in the
Poetic Edda. Among the very few examples, one could mention
hveralundr “a hot spring area” (VÄluspá 35; lit. “forest of hot
springs”),27 moldþinurr “the serpent Miðgarðsormr” (VÄluspá 61;
lit. “earth-string”),28 myrkriða “witch” (Hárbarðsljóð 20; lit.
“darkness rider or rider in the dark” fem.), ilkvistir “toes” (Atlamál
27

In Codex Regius, the two words are written separately, viz. ‹hvera
lunãõ› (see Wimmer and F. Jónsson, 3), but generally they are interpreted as a
single compound noun, hveralundi (dat. sg.). It is not quite clear whether it has
to be interpreted as a common noun “a grove of hot springs” (> “a hot spring
area”?) or as a place name, “The Grove of Hot Springs.” Hollander translates it
either as “a kettle-grove” or “the grove about the hot springs” (L. M. Hollander,
The Poetic Edda [Austin: University of Texas Press, 1988]), 7; whereas
Korsun’s translation is ‘роща горячих источников’ (i.e. “grove of hot springs,
Korsun, 218). In a way that is similar to Korsun’s “grove of hot springs.”
Mortenson-Egnund translated the noun hveralundr as “kjeldelunden” i.e. “hot
spring grove.” See I. Mortensson-Egnund, Eddakvede (Oslo: Det Norske
Samlaget, 1974), 13.
28

The actual form in the manuscript is moldþinur, acc. sg.
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in grǿnlenzku 66; lit. “sole-twigs”), lind “shield” (HlÄðskviða 11;
lit. “linden-tree”), muntún “breast, chest” (Hervararkviða 16; lit.
“mind meadow”), and a few others.
VII
To summarize, I would like to evaluate the ideas and
hypotheses described in the preceding sections. From the various
proposals about the reading and the meaning of the prepositional
phrase í gaglviði or í galgviði, some explanations are hard to
accept on semantic grounds. Among these are the hypotheses
according to which the noun gaglviðr is to be understood as “bog
myrtle forest” or “gosling forest” (see section III) and, most
probably, the reading í galgviði that follows the spelling of
Hauksbók. As mentioned above, the idea of gallows trees in
JÄtunheimr is rather implausible. On the contrary, a theory
according to which gaglviðr is to be understood as a heiti for “a
forest” (as per Lüning) in general makes much more sense, and it
is quite possible that this is the real meaning of this compound. In
addition to the last-mentioned theory, I have proposed two
additional explanations based on the assumption that the noun gagl
could also mean “giantess” (as a heiti). If this be the case, the
noun gaglviðr could be explained either as a place name gaglviðr
“The Woods of Giantess(es)” or an heiti for mountains.
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